PRIMARY MATHEMATICS SUBJECT LEADER NETWORK MEETING: SPRING 2019
Monday 11/Tuesday 12/Thursday 14 March (09:00-15:15)
The Pavilion, Hatherley Lane, Cheltenham GL51 6PN

Lunch and refreshments will be provided. Parking is available on-site.

The outline for each day is as follows:

TO INFORM DISCUSSIONS ABOUT ‘NATIONAL STANDARDS’, PLEASE BRING SAMPLES OF PUPILS’ WORK IN MATHEMATICS THAT REFLECT THE AGE RANGE OF YOUR SCHOOL.

MY SUGGESTION IS THAT THIS INCLUDES, BUT IS NOT LIMITED BY, WORK FROM END-OF-KEY-STAGE YEAR GROUPS (YR/Y2/Y6).

[SAMPLES FOR UP TO 10 PUPILS WILL BE SUFFICIENT.]

NATIONAL UPDATES
  - Ofsted 2019 Education Inspection Framework (EIF) consultation.
  - 2019 assessment and reporting arrangements.
  - Y4 multiplication tables check (MTC).
  - Closing the Gap.

2019 KS1 AND KS2 NATIONAL CURRICULUM ASSESSMENT
  - 2019 KS1 and KS2 national curriculum tests.

Please bring one copy of:
  - 2019 Teacher assessment frameworks at the end of KS1;
  - 2019 Pre-KS1 Standards; and
  - 2019 Pre-KS2 Standards.

NATIONAL CURRICULUM: TEACHING, LEARNING AND ASSESSMENT FOR DEEP AND SECURE UNDERSTANDING
  - NCETM Primary/Early Years Round-up and newsletter.
  - NCETM Early Years mathematics support.
  - NCETM Mastery Professional Development materials (multiplication/division).

TEACHING FOR UNDERSTANDING (THE BIG IDEAS): EPISODE 1 – COHERENCE
STEVE LOMAX, STRATEGIC LEAD GLOW MATHS HUB.

Please use opportunities provided throughout the day to share and celebrate developments for mathematics that are having a positive impact in your school.